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Ch. 20 The Industrial Revolution Review WS 

 
Complete the Following Sentences: 

 

1. Britain led the Industrial Revolution because it had deposits of _____________________ and 

____________________, because it had abundant ______________________, and because of its small 

__________________. 

 

2. The cotton industry was pushed forward dramatically by the water frame spinning machine of 

_____________________ and the power loom of ____________________. 

 

3. Richard Trevithick pioneered the use of steam-powered _____________________, but George 

Stephenson’s ____________________ was the first used on a public line. 

 

4. The Great Exhibition of 1851, held in the ______________________ ___________________ in 

____________________, demonstrated that _____________________ led the world in industry. 

 

5. Germany eventually played a major role in the industrial revolution because of ___________________ 

deposits in the ____________________ Valley of the _____________________. 

 

6. In Ireland, where _____________________ peasants rented from absentee British 

___________________ landlords, a mid-century __________________ crop failure led to massive 

____________________. 

 

7. As secretary for the ______________________ _______________________ Commission, Edwin 

Chadwick blamed urban diseases on ________________ impurities and called for reforms in 

_______________________. 

 

8. Children were extensively used in factories because of their small __________________ because they 

were easily __________________________ to work, and because they were a ___________________ 

supply of labor. 

 

9. The People’s Charter of 1838 demanded universal suffrage for _______________, that Members of 

Parliament be _____________________, and that Parliament meet ______________________. 

 

10. The Factory Acts passed between 1802 and 1819 limited child labor to _____ hours a day, forbade 

hiring of children under ______, and required that children be taught and 

____________________________ during work hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Match the Following Words with their Definitions: 

 

______ 1. Edmund Cartwright 

______ 2. James Watt 

______ 3. George Stephenson 

______ 4. Crystal Palace 

______ 5. Friedrich List 

______ 6. Crédit Mobilier 

______ 7. Kreditanstalt 

______ 8. Ruhr Valley 

______ 9. Edwin Chadwick 

______ 10. Robert Owen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Site of the Great Exhibition of 1851 

B. Site of Germany’s rich coal resources 

C. Lawyer who championed the cause of the 

urban poor 

D. Inventor of the power weaving loom 

E. Inventor of the steam engine 

F. Advocate of rapid industrialization and the 

use of tariffs 

G. Industrial join stock corporation of Vienna 

H. His Rocket was the first locomotive used on 

a public railway line 

I. Industrial joint stock corporation of Paris 

J. Cotton magnate and social reformer whose 

ideas contributed to the trade union 

movement 


